The Lunchbox by MIA Sound: A new wireless solution linking your phone to a
speaker without the hassle of connectivity or pairing...The Lunchbox makes music
simple with its lay and play functionality. Simply start a song, set your phone on top and
play music loud enough to fill any room. All without any syncing, pairing or wires.
Utilizing magnetic induction amplification, the Lunchbox by MIA Sound plays
music AND charges wirelessly the instant you place your phone on it. The
Lunchbox is portable so you can take with you anywhere you go and will work with any
device (iOS, Android, or Windows).
MIA Sound - Salt Lake City, Utah
Music makes life more enjoyable.  It connects us to those special unforgettable
moments, it motivates us to go further and keeps the party going. But sometimes, those
moments are lost because we struggle to connect our phones to one of the many
wireless or bluetooth speakers. That’s about to change with MIA Sound
(www.miasound.com).
Playing music from your phone without connecting to Wifi or Bluetooth is finally an
option! The Lunchbox by MIA Sound is a lightweight, portable speaker designed with
simplicity in mind. All you need to do is start a song and place your phone on top of the
speaker. Once placed on top of the speaker, your music becomes loud enough to fill
any room. Its music made simple! Wireless charging, simultaneously charges your
phone while music is playing and eliminates the need for a charging cable.
The Lunchbox also has the ability to charge other devices or accessories through its
USB charging port. A built in kickstand allows you to watch movies, video chat with
loved ones, conduct conference calls and much more. Designed from the ground up,
MIA allows users to take the speaker anywhere a phone can go. The Lunchbox which
includes a Juicebox (wireless charging adapter) will be available for pre-order
exclusively on Kickstarter for $55 to all  “Early Bird” backers.
About MIA Sound
Whether it be on the beach, working in the yard, hosting guests or just at home relaxing,
we are individuals that enjoy music. However, the hassle of connectivity normally
outweighs the benefit of music and phone speakers just don't quite cut it. MIA Sound
has eliminated this issue! Nothing beats the simplicity of laying your phone down and
music playing instantaneously while charging your phone. This magical Lunchbox will
completely change the way you listen to music. No more fighting with connectivity,
syncing, or wires.
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Magnetic Induction Amplification Technology
Wireless Charging
Works with ALL phone types (Android, Apple, or Windows)
Power bank (4000 mAh power)
Portable, Lightweight Design
Convenient Carrying Handle (doubles as a phone holder)
13+ hour battery life
Integrated USB Charging Port
Includes a Juicebox (wireless charging adapter)
Auxiliary port
Bluetooth capability for those “just in case” moments

